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Contracting can have benefits for government in terms of better performance, lower costs and shifting the

risks of asset ownership to the private sector. For information technology services, public sector agencies

can also shift the risks of attracting and retaining appropriately skilled and experienced staff and keeping

up to date with the rapid technological changes of the IT industry. However, outsourcing does not

eliminate risks. It merely substitutes one set of risks for another, particularly given the loss of direct control

over the outsourced services.

To keep these risks to a minimum and to get best value from contracting, contracts need to be closely

monitored, actively managed and regularly evaluated. This requires the contracts to have clear and

measurable objectives, for agencies to have the systems in place to monitor and check the contract

outcomes, and for them to actively manage the contracts.

The two contracts examined in this report – BIPAC and BDMW – were large consortium contracts let as

part of the then Government’s IT outsourcing program in the mid-1990s.

For these contracts, the initial processes of planning, tendering, negotiation and transition were generally

undertaken in a thorough and well documented way. However, since they commenced, management of the

contracts has been less effective. Agencies generally have not established the systems to monitor and

actively manage cost savings and service level performance. Consequently, they cannot demonstrate that

they have benefited from the contracts. A particular concern is that, in the absence of this information,

when these contracts expire over the next two years, agencies will have limited information on which to

assess whether or not they should continue contracting the services or pursue some other alternative.

A new arrangement is being developed by the Department of Industry and Technology to replace these

two contracts when they expire. It is imperative that the new arrangement, SPIRIT, takes into account the

lessons learnt from the BIPAC and BDMW contracts, especially the need for clear and measurable

objectives to enable proper evaluation of contract outcomes. It is also critical that agencies effectively

manage any new contractual arrangements by establishing the necessary monitoring and management

systems and ensuring their contract managers have the appropriate training and support to ensure that

they are best placed to maximise the benefit to the government from the contracts.

Auditor General’s Overview1
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Background
In the mid-1990s the government undertook a major IT outsourcing program as part of its competitive

tendering and contracting program. 

This followed a 1995 proposal to the Information Policy Council for the IT mainframe outsourcing

framework to comprise three groups:

! the BDMW consortium which was already being established by the agencies concerned – the Building

Management Authority (now part of Department of Housing and Works ), Department of Land

Administration, Main Roads Western Australia, and the Water Corporation;

! BIPAC (Business Information Processing Agencies Consortium) – comprising agencies which used the

then Bureau Services, Department of Housing and Works (formerly Homeswest) and the Department

of Mineral and Petroleum Resources; and

! SIPAC (Sensitive Information Processing Agencies Consortium) – intended to comprise a cluster of

agencies with sensitive government information which would retain their computer operations within

the public sector.

This approach was proposed as it was hoped that the two consortia contracts would attract two competing

large international IT companies to the State. SIPAC, was intended as a repository of sensitive information,

a public sector benchmark and a means of retaining IT skills in the public sector.

While the BDMW and BIPAC contracts were let in July 1996 and October 1997 respectively, SIPAC did not

proceed. 

The two contracts involve large expenditure by the government, with current spending on each ranging

from about $11 million last year for BIPAC to around $25 million last year for BDMW and totalling some

$105 million for both contracts since they commenced. However, the importance of these two contracts

lies not just in their value but in the nature of the agency systems they support such as the State’s

electoral, land titles and taxation collection systems.

They are both consortium contracts and contain some key features which were “cutting edge” at the time

they were let, including an open book (or cost-plus) pricing system and a scorecard approach to measuring

performance linked to an “incentive” system.

As both contracts are due to expire towards the end of 2002 (though some BIPAC agencies have extended

to 2003), the Department of Industry and Technology has been developing a new approach to IT

contracting, known as SPIRIT.

Executive Summary2
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Have These Contracts Been Successful?
This audit aimed to evaluate the success of the contracts in terms of the extent to which they have

achieved their objectives. The evaluation has been limited because some of the objectives are not capable

of measurement and those that are, have not been fully monitored by the agencies.

However, the information and data collected in this review indicates that while performance and cost

savings have not been fully monitored, risk has increased particularly with the lack of proper bedding down

of disaster recovery arrangements in a number of agencies.

What Are The Objectives?

The two contracts contained the same set of objectives including improved service levels, cost reduction,

development of a competitive IT market place in Western Australia and greater flexibility in acquiring new

technology and IT staff skills.

In addition, BIPAC contained two whole-of-government objectives. These were to wind down the existing

government Bureau Services and to attract a competitor into the State for the then BDMW contractor.

Were The Contract Objectives Achieved?

Improved Service Levels

The review was not able to determine conclusively whether the contracts have led to improved service

level performance.

Only two of the six agencies examined collected independent data to monitor service level performance.

Only one of these, the Department of Mineral and Petroleum Resources (DMPR) collected independent

performance data both before and after the contract commenced to enable an assessment to be made of

whether service levels have improved.

The DMPR data indicated that while transactions through the mainframe computer have remained steady

since the BIPAC contract commenced, the average response time has increased though reliability has

improved.

The contractor undertook a survey of staff in BIPAC agencies in early 2000. This indicated that 46 per cent

were satisfied with the overall service provided by the contractor.

The Department of Industry and Technology has also undertaken satisfaction surveys of IT managers of

the agencies involved in the two contracts, in 1999 and 2000. The results are over too short a period to

draw any strong conclusions, though they do suggest that in broad terms the BDMW agencies were

generally more satisfied with the contractor than the BIPAC agencies.

2  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (continued)
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Cost Savings 

The cost savings estimated in the business cases prepared at the time the contracts were negotiated were

$3.3 million for BDMW and $4.4 million for BIPAC (including expected savings of $2.7 million from the

winding down of Bureau Services) over the period of the contracts. This was a saving of 10.7 per cent of

expenditure on the services for each of the contracts.

None of the agencies examined can demonstrate whether the expected savings have been achieved. 

From the data collected by this review, however, payments to the contractor for the agencies examined

during the periods considered have exceeded the estimates in the original business cases by $1.8 million

for BIPAC and $1.7 million for BDMW (though growth in volume and changing nature of the business since

the original estimates were prepared need to be taken into account).

Other Contract Objectives

The contracts did increase the opportunities for private sector participation. However, the objectives of

“greater flexibility in acquiring new technology and staff skills” and “developing a competitive IT market

place in Western Australia” have not been evaluated in this review as they are not capable of objective

measurement.

Were The BIPAC Whole-of-Government Objectives Achieved?

Letting of the BIPAC contract achieved the objective of winding down Bureau Services, the mainframe

Bureau run by government on behalf of a range of agencies.

However, it has not been so successful in attracting a competitor for Ferntree, the BDMW contractor at the

time. BIPAC was initially successful in attracting CSC (Computer Sciences Corporation) Australia Pty Ltd

as a competitor for Ferntree. Through a series of company takeovers, CSC is now the sole contractor under

both contracts.

Have These Contracts Been Managed Effectively?
The procurement and transition processes for both contracts were generally handled in a systematic and

thorough way and were well documented.

However, the contracts have not been managed well since the contractor commenced.

Active management of these contracts is particularly important given the open book pricing approach

which requires careful scrutiny. None of the agencies examined have undertaken regular audits of charges

and some have not had controls in place to monitor and manage costs and regularly check invoices against

monthly reports. 

Similarly, only two agencies collected independent data to validate the performance data provided by the

contractor in the scorecards in its monthly reports to agencies. In addition, monitoring of performance was

hampered in a number of agencies by scorecards not being reported for an extended period of time
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because they were “under development” or “under review”. The effectiveness of the scorecards as

performance monitoring mechanisms was also limited by their complexity, the technical nature of the

indicators and the focus on penalties rather than incentives.

While risk was generally well managed, the review found that a proper risk assessment was not

undertaken during the procurement process. Moreover, important government systems supported under

these contracts are at risk because of inadequate disaster recovery arrangements for mainframe and

mid-range computers under the contracts for some of the agencies examined. In addition, agencies have

failed to ensure the continuation of confidentiality agreements for the contractor’s staff, putting at risk

valuable commercial and personal data.

Recommendations
The most important recommendations of the report are:

! to enable contract evaluation:

" the objectives must be clearly targeted outcomes and worded so as to be easily measurable;

" agencies, with the assistance of the Department of Industry and Technology, need to establish

systems which enable them to collect data on the full costs of the contracts and independent data

on performance; and

" agencies and the Department of Industry and Technology should assess at least annually the extent

to which the objectives have been achieved.

! to enable the maximum benefits to be achieved:

" the contracts need to contain provisions which ensure that agencies have a clear mandate to

validate charges, invoices and data for performance measures and the means to do this quickly and

inexpensively. Prices charged in the contracts should be benchmarked on a regular basis;

" effective bonus systems should be built into the contracts to ensure the contractor is continually

challenged to improve performance;

" performance measures must be based on user requirements and preferably monitored by someone

independent of the contract manager. In addition, agencies should undertake periodic independent

benchmarking of performance;

" agencies should have designated contract managers for the contracts with appropriate contract

management experience and training as well as the authority and executive support to actively

manage the contracts. They should also have appropriate succession arrangements in place; and

" the Department of Industry and Technology must more actively support agencies in the

management of the contracts, including establishing specialist contract management advice units

and developing IT contract management training programs. It should also more clearly delineate its

role from the agencies and specify the basis of any charges it imposes.

2  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (continued)
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! to plan for, and manage, risk effectively agencies need to:

" undertake a thorough risk assessment for both procurement planning and contract management;

" ensure that fully tested disaster recovery processes are put in place as soon as contracts commence

and are maintained thereafter; and

" ensure that contractors comply fully with any confidentiality requirements.

! in developing the new SPIRIT arrangements, the Department of Industry and Technology needs to

ensure that the report’s recommendations are fully taken into account, especially in relation to setting

clear and measurable objectives and establishing systems to estimate in-house costs up-front so that

cost savings can be measured under new contracting arrangements.
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Background
The outcomes of, and risks associated with, the widespread outsourcing of government services in

Australia during the 1990s has received considerable attention in recent years. Most of the studies,

however, have focused on the outsourcing of services provided by governments to the public (eg bus and

hospital services). 

It is only over the past year or so that attention has shifted to the outsourcing of inputs used by

government, particularly information technology (IT) services. For example, the Federal Government’s

approach to IT outsourcing (using clusters, or consortia of government agencies) was examined in a report

by the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO)1 in September 2000.

IT Outsourcing In Western Australia
In Western Australia, government agencies have used outsourcing as a means of obtaining IT services for

some time.

Until the mid-1990s, agencies generally owned their own computer equipment and employed their own

staff to provide most of their IT services. In addition, a number of agencies2 used a shared mainframe

service from a central government body known as Bureau Services.

However, in the mid-1990s, the government embarked upon a major IT outsourcing program. This was

based primarily around two large consortium IT contracts – the BDMW contract [derived from the four

agencies initially involved - the former Building Management Authority (now part of the Department of

Housing and Works), Department of Land Administration, Main Roads Western Australia and the Water

Corporation] in 1996 and the BIPAC contract (Business Information Processing Agencies Consortium) in

1997.

These contracts stemmed from the recommendations of the McCarrey Commission3 which had proposed

that the 14 mainframe sites which existed in different agencies at the time be rationalised to an indicative

target of four.

This became a project within the government’s competitive tendering and contracting (CTC) program, but

was guided and driven by the Information Policy Council4 (which had been formed by the government in

early 1995 to advise on information, IT and telecommunications policy).

As a first step, the four BDMW agencies agreed to participate in a pilot project to test the market, forming

a consortium and contracting out their mainframe requirements.

At the same time, the Information Policy Council had commissioned a study to examine the future

mainframe needs of the remaining agencies and to suggest potential groupings for rationalisation and

contracting out.

Introduction3

1 Australian National Audit Office – Implementation of Whole of Government Information Technology Infrastructure Consolidation and
Outsourcing Initiative, Report No.9, 2000-01.

2 Department of Education, Electoral Commission, Department of Land Administration (Valuer General’s Office), Office of State Revenue,
Metrobus, Department of Police and Westrail.

3 Report of the Independent Commission to Review Public Sector Finances, August 1993 (McCarrey Commission), Pages 138 and 144.
4 The Council provided strategic and policy direction to government on contracting out mainframe computers, but the projects were managed as

part of the broader CTC program by the then Public Sector Management Office.
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This study5, delivered in July 1995, suggested that there should be three groupings:

! the BDMW consortium which was already being established;

! BIPAC (Business Information Processing Agencies Consortium) – this consortium was initially to

include the agencies who at the time used the then Bureau Services as well as the Department of

Housing and Works, the Department of Mineral and Petroleum Resources and the Totalisator Agency

Board (TAB). In the end, however, the TAB did not join the Consortium; and

! SIPAC (Sensitive Information Processing Agencies Consortium) – this consortium was intended to

comprise a cluster of agencies with sensitive government information [ie Department of Police,

Department of Justice, Department of Community Development and the Department of Treasury and

Finance’s in-house applications]. These agencies were to retain their computer operations within the

public sector. 

The rationale for this approach was that the two consortia contracts were expected to attract two

competing large international IT companies to the State while SIPAC would be a repository for sensitive

information as well as providing a public sector benchmark and a means of retaining IT skills in the public

sector. However, while both the BDMW and BIPAC contracts were let (under a competitive tendering

process), SIPAC did not proceed.

The BDMW contract commenced in June 1996 and the BIPAC contract in October 1997. Both contracts are

due to expire in 2002, BIPAC in October (though some agencies have agreed to extend the contract to

October 2003) while BDMW has been extended to December 2002.

With the imminent expiry of the two contracts, the Department of Industry and Technology has been

developing a new approach to IT contracting, known as SPIRIT.

Examination Focus and Approach
This review has examined the performance of the BDMW and BIPAC contracts in terms of whether:

! the objectives of the contracts which are capable of being measured (eg cost savings and service level

improvement) have been achieved; 

! risks associated with the contracts were identified and managed effectively; and

! good practice has been followed in the development, establishment and management of the contracts.

As both contracts are due to expire over the next two years, the review did not include a detailed analysis

of the planning, establishment and tender processes. However, it has commented on key aspects such as

IT contract management, the consortium approach, the open book and scorecard systems and the proposed

new SPIRIT arrangement.

5 Love, R J – Report to the Information Policy Council on Options for Reduction of Mainframe Computer Costs by Contracting Out, July 1995.
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The review examined four agencies from the BIPAC contract and two from the BDMW contract. The

agencies included in the review were the Department of Land Administration and Main Roads Western

Australia (from BDMW) and the Department of Mineral and Petroleum Resources, the Department of

Housing and Works, Office of State Revenue and the Department of Education (from BIPAC).

The methodology included:

! examining agency records to determine whether contract development, establishment and

management (including risk management) had been undertaken appropriately;

! interviews with IT and end-user staff as well as management in each of the agencies selected for the

review;

! examining financial records to determine contract expenditure and cost management by the agencies;

! examining the contracts and service level agreements to determine the basis and features of the

contracts;

! examining agency data bases for independent data on service level performance;

! discussions with the Department of Industry and Technology about its role in the management of the

contracts; and

! discussions with the contractor to obtain some additional information on the contracts.

3  INTRODUCTION (continued)
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! The BIPAC and BDMW contracts are key IT contracts both in terms of their value and the importance

of the agency systems they support such as the State’s taxation, land titles and electoral systems.

! Both contracts initially were mainly for mainframe services (though a wide range of IT services was

available to agencies under the contracts) and are very similar in structure. The main difference

between them is that agencies joined the BDMW consortium on a more voluntary basis than for BIPAC

and their needs from the contract have been better aligned.

! Agencies that signed up to the contracts were allowed, and have exercised, a considerable degree of

flexibility in the extent to which they have used the services provided under the contracts. In addition,

the contracts have allowed agencies freedom to move in and out of them.

Size and Importance of the Contracts
Spending on the BIPAC and BDMW contracts since they commenced has totalled about $105 million – with

current expenditure on each ranging from some $11 million for BIPAC to about $25 million for BDMW.

They represent about 11 per cent of Western Australian government spending on IT contracting.

However, these contracts are also important because of the critical agency systems they support, including

the:

! State’s land titles system;

! State’s mineral titles system;

! State taxation revenue collection and pensioner concession systems;

! Department of Housing and Works’ housing management and rental systems; 

! Department of Justice’s offender management system; and

! State’s electoral roll system.

Membership and Structure of the Contracts

Agency Membership

A major feature of the agency membership of the two consortia is the flexibility of the membership of both,

with a number of agencies leaving and joining the contracts since their commencement (see Figure 1).

Indeed, two agencies (the Department of Justice and the Department of Police) are currently members of

both.

About the Contracts4
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Figure 1: Agency Membership of the BDMW and BIPAC Contracts.

Some agencies have joined, some have left, and some take no services under each contract.

Notes:
(a) At November 2001.
(b) The former Building Management Authority.
(c) Withdrew from the contract in June 2000.
(d) Formerly Department of Contract and Management Services. It has retained the BDMW contract with

the Building Management Authority functions moving to the Department of Housing and Works.
(e) Joined in May and August 1999 respectively for some of their administrative computing needs.
(f) The former Homeswest.
(g) Joined in August 1998 and June 2000 respectively.
(h) Still signatories but do not purchase any services under the contract.
(i) Wound down soon after contract was let.
(j) Withdrew from the contract in October 2001.

Source: Department of Industry and Technology

BDMW CONTRACT (a) BIPAC CONTRACT (a)

Department of Housing
and Works (b)

Department of Land
Administration

Main Roads Western
Australia

Water Corporation (c)

Department of Industry
and Technology (d)
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" Department of
Education
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" Office of State
Revenue

Department of Land
Administration (Valuer
General’s Office)(h)
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Metrobus (i)

Westrail (j)

Department of Mineral
and Petroleum
Resources

Department of Housing
and Works

Bureau Services
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" Department of
Education
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" Office of State
Revenue

Department of
Community
Development(g)

Department of Justice(g)

Initially Now Initially Now

4  ABOUT THE CONTRACTS (continued)
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In addition, the two consortia differ in the commonality of needs, attitude and approach of the agencies in

them. BDMW was formed by four agencies with relatively common IT needs that believed they would

benefit from joining together to outsource. In contrast, BIPAC was set up by government which selected

and encouraged agencies to join the consortium. Some such as the Department of Mineral and Petroleum

Resources joined reluctantly and only after receiving a financial incentive from government to encourage

it to join the consortium. The differences in requirements between the agencies in each consortium are

illustrated by the services selected by agencies at the start of each contract (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Services Selected by Agencies at Start of Contracts.

BDMW agencies initially mainly took only mainframe services, while some BIPAC agencies selected a
wider range of services.

Notes:
(a) additional services that could be obtained under each contract included disaster recovery, consulting,

project management and, for BIPAC only, application development.

Source: Agencies’ Service Level Agreements

AAggeennccyy SSeerrvviiccee(a)

Mainframe Mid-Range Wide Area Local Area DeskTop
Network Network
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" Westrail #

" Police #

" Education # #

" Valuer General #

BDMW AAgencies

! Housing & Works (Building 
Management Authority 
functions) #

! Land Administration # #

! Main Roads #

! Water Corporation #
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In summary, the BDMW agencies generally had a common need for mainframe services, while BIPAC

agencies had the potential to access a broader range of IT services. Moreover, for the agencies examined,

the Office of State Revenue, the Department of Education and Main Roads Western Australia have altered

the type of services they selected since the contracts commenced. The Office of State Revenue and the

Department of Education changed from mainframe to mid-range, while in 1998 Main Roads Western

Australia added mid-range, server, wide area network and some other services to its list of services.

Management of the Contracts Under the Consortium Approach

Under the “consortium” approach, the overall structures of the contracts were outlined in the “Head

Contract” (for both contracts) and in the “Master Service Agreement” (for BIPAC). The Department of

Industry and Technology is the appointed delegate under the Head Contracts to act on behalf of the

government agencies. 

However, the agencies involved have been able to maintain a large degree of independence both under the

Head contracts and the “Service Level Agreement” each has with the contractor. The Service Level

Agreements specify each agency’s particular relationship with the contractor, the types of services the

agency requires, and the performance measures specified under the “Scorecard”.

Figure 3: Contract Structure For BIPAC and BDMW.

Common rights and requirements are specified in the Head Contract, and the Master Service Agreement
(for BIPAC), while individual agency requirements are specified in their Service Level Agreements.

Source: OAG

Head Contract

Master Service
Agreement

(BIPAC Only)

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS

Agency 1 Agency 4 etcAgency 3Agency 2

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
RESPONSIBILITY

Department of
Industry and
Technology

Individual
Agencies

4  ABOUT THE CONTRACTS (continued)
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To cement the consortium approach, Memoranda of Understanding have been established under each

contract to define the relationship between the agencies. In addition, a Partnership Agreement has been

established between the agencies and the contractor.

Day-to-day management of the contracts is the responsibility of the individual agencies. However, the

broad relationship is managed through a “Management Committee” comprising a representative of each

of the agencies, the Department of Industry and Technology as the “delegate” and a representative of the

contractor, and a higher level “Strategic Review Committee” comprising more senior representatives of

each agency and the contractor.

Key Features of the Contracts

The contracts are very similar, having both been drawn from the standard GITC (Government Information

Technology Conditions Version 2) contract developed by the Commonwealth and a number of State

Governments.

Some “cutting edge” features built into the two contracts at the time were:

! Open Book Pricing – this is essentially a “cost-plus” rather than “fixed price” approach to pricing. In

each contract, the price was set as operating costs plus a margin to cover overheads (for BIPAC), a

profit margin and a performance margin. 

! Scorecard System – the Service Level Agreement for each agency contains a “scorecard” specifying the

measures on which the performance of the contractor is assessed. This determines whether or not the

full performance margin will be paid. The contractor provides each agency with a monthly report on

its performance assessed against the measures outlined in the scorecard. 

! Incentive Approach – the contracts provide for the contractor to receive either the full “performance

margin” or a proportion of it depending on performance as determined by monthly “scorecard”

measurements specified in the Service Level Agreements. In addition, the contracts specify a formula

for sharing cost savings or cost overruns (from a budget set at the beginning of the year) between the

agencies and the contractor.

Flexibility in the Use of the Contracts
Under the contracts, agencies can still exercise considerable flexibility. For example, they can:

! effectively leave the contracts, either completely (as the Water Corporation did from the BDMW

contract when it moved from a mainframe to mid-range computer environment) or remain a signatory

to the contract while not using any services under the contract as is the case for the Department of

Land Administration (Valuer General’s Office);

! alter the range of services they use under the contracts as part of their annual review of their Service

Level Agreements. For example, the Office of State Revenue initially chose mainframe services, then

when it returned after opting out for 12 months, selected mid-range support services;
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! vary the proportion of their IT budget that they spend on each contract. The proportion of IT

expenditure spent on these contracts by each of the agencies examined in this review range from as

little as four per cent to as much as 51 per cent (see Figure 4);

Figure 4: Agency Spending on the Contracts.

The proportion of the IT budget spent on these contracts varies widely between the agencies.

Source: Agencies

! alter the model under which they use services under the contract. For example, most agencies in the

two contracts have transferred both equipment and staff for the contracted services to the contractor.

Others have adopted a “managed labour supply” approach, retaining ownership of the equipment but

contracting the staff to operate it.

About the Contractor
While the BDMW contract was initially let to Ferntree, through a series of company takeovers, the current

contractor under both contracts is CSC (Computer Sciences Corporation) Australia Pty Ltd.

CSC is a large worldwide IT company with its headquarters in North America. It has been in operation for

over 42 years and offers a wide range of IT services including the full range of outsourcing services (ie

business operations, data centre, desktop and applications management). CSC has operated in Australia

since 1972 with its Australian headquarters in Sydney. It employs 550 people in Western Australia

including over 100 working on national and international contracts.
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! The two contracts contained similar objectives such as cost (including staff) reduction, improved

service levels, developing a competitive IT market place in Western Australia and greater flexibility

in acquiring new technology and IT staff skills. 

! In addition, BIPAC contained two whole-of-government objectives - to facilitate winding down of

Bureau Services and to attract a competitor into the State for the then contractor under the BDMW

contract.

! Some of the contract objectives are incidental benefits rather than targeted outcomes while others are

not capable of objective measurement.

! In regard to the BIPAC whole-of-government objectives: 

" Bureau Services was wound down; 

" BIPAC was initially successful in attracting a competitor for Ferntree (the BDMW contractor at the

time), but as a result of company takeovers there is now only a single contractor for the two

contracts.

What are the Objectives of the Contracts?
A number of specific objectives were listed in the two contracts. From the business case and associated

government records, it was clear that BIPAC also had some whole-of-government objectives.

Objectives in the Contracts

The objectives specified in the two contracts are:

! improved service levels;

! cost reduction;

! staff reduction;

! increased flexibility in the acquisition of new technology and associated staff skills;

! the development of a competitive market place for IT services available to the State of Western

Australia; and

! increased private sector opportunities.

Whole-Of-Government Objectives

The additional whole-of-government objectives for BIPAC were to:

! facilitate the winding down of Bureau Services ; and

! bring into the State an effective competitor for Ferntree (the BDMW contractor at the time).

Contract Objectives and
Performance Measurement5
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Achievement of the Objectives Specified in the Contracts
Assessment of the achievement of the objectives of improved service levels and cost reduction (including

staff reduction) are provided in the following two chapters.

Of the remaining objectives, the contracts did expand the opportunity for the private sector to participate

in the government’s IT services. However, the other two objectives are not capable of objective

measurement:

! “increased flexibility in the acquisition of new technology and associated staff skills.”

The available documentation did not make clear whether this was being targeted by the contracts or was

merely stated as a possible advantage of outsourcing. If it was a target, it is difficult to objectively define

let alone measure. However, some agencies advised that this flexibility had been a significant benefit to

them.

! ”the development of a competitive market place for IT services available to the State of Western

Australia.” 

Achievement of this objective is also not able to be objectively measured. To do so would entail having to

define exactly what is “the market place for IT services” and to establish systems to measure the number

of IT firms in the industry on an ongoing basis. Even then changes in the numbers of IT firms could not

necessarily be linked to these two contracts.

Achievement of BIPAC Whole-of-Government Objectives
In regard to the two whole-of-government objectives:

! Winding down Bureau Services 

This objective was achieved with the transfer of the Bureau Services facility to CSC at the commencement

of the BIPAC contract.

! Competitor for the BDMW contractor

When it was first let, BIPAC was successful in bringing in CSC as a competitor to Ferntree, the initial

BDMW contractor. However, in June 1997 Ferntree was taken over by General Electric Capital Information

Technology Solutions (GECITS) and in December 1999 GECITS was taken over by CSC.

As a result, both contracts now have the same contractor. There is still some broad competition for CSC in

the State as Fujitsu operates payroll services for a large number of agencies. However, the direct

competition generated by having two contractors under the contracts has not occurred since

December 1999.

5 CONTRACT OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT (continued)
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Following the CSC takeover of GECITS and resulting concerns raised by the local industry, CSC offered to

provide subcontracts to local (ie Western Australian) small to medium enterprises in the industry to the

value of at least 10 per cent of the revenue it receives under the two contracts. 

CSC has provided two unaudited reports to government in September and December 2000 indicating that

it had achieved this objective.

Recommendations
! The Department of Industry and Technology and agencies should ensure that future contracts contain:

" objectives that are clearly targeted outcomes and are worded in such a way as to be easily

measurable; and

" provisions to ensure that the contractor’s rights under the contract cannot be reassigned in the

event of takeovers, mergers, or other changes of ownership without the consent of the contracting

agency/s.

! The Department of Industry and Technology should ensure that future IT contracting arrangements are

structured to maximise competition among suppliers.

! The Department of Industry and Technology and agencies should assess at least annually the extent to

which the objectives have been achieved.
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! Although improving service level performance was a prime objective in both contracts, only two of the

six agencies examined have collected independent data to monitor service level performance.

! Only one of the agencies examined, the Department of Mineral and Petroleum Resources, collected

independent service level performance data both before and after the contract commenced to enable

an assessment to be made of whether service level performance has improved under the contract. 

! Performance monitoring under the BIPAC contract was weakened by scorecards for a number of

agencies not being reported for an extended period of time because they were “under development”

or “under review”. 

! Moreover, for BIPAC this monitoring responsibility was removed from the Management Committee by

a variation to the contract in March 2000 reflecting the lack of review up to that time.

! The only other independent performance data collected was from a satisfaction survey by the

Department of Industry and Technology of IT managers involved in the two contracts in 1999 and

2000 and a satisfaction survey of BIPAC computer users undertaken by the contractor in early 2000.

Introduction
A primary objective in both contracts was to improve service levels. What this meant and how it was to

be measured was left for each agency to determine in its Service Level Agreement. The Service Level

Agreement contained a description of the services the agency required, linked to performance measures

through a “scorecard”. The contractor provides all data and information for the service level performance

measures included in the scorecard. These are reported in a monthly report to agencies.

In addition, the Management Committees were given the responsibility of regularly reviewing

performance measures and objectives to ensure they remained relevant.

Monitoring Service Level Performance
To check whether they are receiving “improved service levels”, agencies need relevant and useful

measures. They also need a means of testing the reliability of data and information provided by the

contractor.

Some agencies suggested during the review that under the partnership arrangement inherent in these

contracts, they must show “trust” for the contractor. However, studies of contracting elsewhere have

indicated that such monitoring is essential to ensure that the contract objectives are being achieved. This

is especially so where remuneration is tied to performance as is the case for these contracts.

Management Committee Review

For BIPAC, the responsibility for the Management Committee to scrutinise performance measures and

objectives was removed by a variation to the contract in March 2000. This was understood to have been

done to reflect the fact that performance objectives and measures had not been reviewed by the

Management Committee up to that time.

Service Level Performance6
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Checking Data Quality

In all but one of the agencies examined, the service level performance has not been monitored using

independent (or audited) data:

! no evidence could be found of any agency under either contract undertaking systematic or even

periodic audit of service level performance measures provided to them;

! while two BIPAC agencies collected independent performance data during the life of the contract, only

one, DMPR, collected performance data from its own system both before, and during the life of, the

contract to enable measurement of improved performance;

! in one of the agencies under the BIPAC contract, only two of the monthly reports supplied by the

contractor could be found on the files, while in another a copy of a monthly report for another agency

was found to have been placed on that agency’s files. These two examples suggest that there was little

or no checking of the reports (which contain the monthly scorecards) by these agencies before they

were filed; and

! the scorecards for a number of agencies under BIPAC were not reported for an extended period of time

as they were “under development” or “under review”. For example, one agency scorecard has been

listed as “being developed” for the past three years. Moreover, in 1999, two of the seven agencies

taking services under the contract had scorecards which were “suspended”. In 2001, three of the eight

agencies taking services had scorecards which were “being developed” or “under review”. While this

was the case, the contract required the full performance margin to be paid to the contractor with no

means for the agencies concerned to be able to query this.

Benchmarking

Assessment of any improvement in service level performance requires an agency to have collected

performance data for a reasonable period before the contracts commenced for comparison.

For some agencies, because new mainframes have been purchased, or they have moved from mainframe

to mid-range and/or networked systems since the contracts started, data collected on performance before

the contracts commenced may not be directly comparable against the new systems. Ideally, these agencies

should have collected data on current industry standards to enable them to assess the service level

performance of the contractor.

However, only one agency collected independent data on a comparable basis both before and during the

contract. No evidence could be found of agencies collecting benchmark service level performance

information. 
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Performance for the Department of Mineral and Petroleum
Resources

Only DMPR collected independent data on service level performance before and after the BIPAC contract

commenced.

DMPR has collected data from January 1996 to March 2001 for mainframe transactions, mainframe

response time, the total hours the mainframe is not operating (ie outage time), problems handled by its

helpdesk and support requests.

In addition, data on the total number of major outages for all services has been collected since

February 1999.

As DMPR has consistently taken all services offered by the contractor since the contract commenced, the

data is sufficiently comparable for the whole period. The results for mainframe services are outlined in

Figure 5.

Figure 5: Mainframe Transactions and Average Response Times at DMPR. 

Response times have increased while usage has stayed steady.

Source: DMPR
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The data (which relates to the performance of the mainframe services provided by the contractor) indicates

that:

! the number of transactions through the mainframe has stayed quite steady since the contractor took

over;

! the average response time of the mainframe has increased from 3.5 seconds before the contract

commenced to 14.9 seconds subsequently6; and 

! the total hours the mainframe is not operating (ie outage) has fallen from an average of 144.8 hours

per year before the contract commenced to 63.3 hours per year since.

Satisfaction Surveys

Department of Industry and Technology (DOIT) Surveys

DOIT undertook surveys of the IT Managers of all the agencies involved in the two contracts in 1999 and

2000 for a report to its Minister. The results were also provided to the Strategic Review and Management

Committees.

The surveys, which were developed by DOIT, measured the IT Managers’ assessments of a number of

aspects of responsiveness, quality of service, timeliness, communication and importance [such as

management of standard services (BIPAC), achievement of cost management objectives (BDMW), content

and reliability of monthly reports (both contracts)].

However, the DOIT surveys were not undertaken before 1999 (two years after BIPAC commenced and

three years after BDMW started). 

The results indicate that in broad terms, the BDMW agencies were generally more satisfied with the

contractor than the BIPAC agencies. Moreover, “management of standard services” and “achievement of

cost management objectives” were the most important issues for the BIPAC and BDMW agencies

respectively. For these issues, timeliness and communication were the services with which agencies

appear to have been least satisfied (though the results were still above the average). 

Contractor Survey of BIPAC Users

A survey of users in all BIPAC agencies by the contractor, in early 2000, indicated that 46 per cent (of those

who expressed a view) were satisfied with the contractor’s overall service.

6 The contractor has advised that this increase reflects a number of factors as well as performance, including a significant increase in the number
of applications being processed and newer versions of the operating system that use more of the mainframe’s processor and memory resources.
It does not necessarily mean that response time to users is slower.
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Recommendations
! The Department of Industry and Technology should:

" include provisions in contracts to ensure that performance data is independently validated; and

" support and encourage agencies to undertake regular benchmarking of service level performance.

! Agencies need to:

" establish service level performance measures which measure user requirements rather than

technical requirements;

" either collect independent performance data or regularly check, or audit, data provided by the

contractor;

" ensure that performance is monitored by someone who is independent of the contract manager; and

" undertake independent benchmarking of the contractor’s performance on a regular basis.

6  SERVICE LEVEL PERFORMANCE (continued)
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! Government was projected to save an average 10.7 per cent in expenditure on services purchased

under each of the contracts.

! None of the agencies examined was able to demonstrate whether the expected cost savings had been

achieved.

! Because it is not known with certainty what cost savings have been made under the contracts,

agencies have limited information on which to make decisions about new contractual arrangements

at the conclusion of the current contracts.

What were the Expected Cost Savings?
One of the most important objectives of the contracts was the achievement of cost savings for both the

agencies concerned and for government. 

The expected cost savings from the two contracts were outlined in the business cases for the contracts

using data provided by the successful tenderers after they had been selected. The estimates in the

business cases informed Government’s final decision to enter into the contracts.

The business cases for the two contracts suggested that savings to agencies:

! for the BIPAC contract – would be as low as 1.01 per cent of its expenditure on these services for one

of the agencies and 10.7 per cent ($4.4 million) of expenditure on these services for the whole

consortium over the five years of the contract. This figure includes the savings from winding down

Bureau Services; and

! for the BDMW contract – would range from 4.3 per cent to 22.4 per cent of expenditure on these

services with an average saving of 10.7 per cent ($3.3 million) for the whole consortium over the first

three years of the contract.

The business case cost estimates for both contracts generally appear to have been compiled in a systematic

and rigorous way, consistent with Department of Treasury and Finance guidelines that applied at the time. 

Are Cost Savings Being Achieved?
The review found that the agencies examined had failed to implement systems for monitoring the full cost

of services provided under the contracts. While direct payments to the contractor can be identified, little

if any information has been maintained on transition costs and on other agency management costs.

Consequently, agencies cannot demonstrate whether they are achieving the cost savings that were

expected to occur with the contracts.

Had agencies annually updated the estimates in the business case, for example, of in-house cost vs

outsourced cost based on services then being provided, they would now be in a position to state what cost

savings had been made and would have sound information on which to make decisions about new

contractual arrangements at the conclusion of the current contracts.

Cost Savings7
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In the absence of such data, this review attempted an estimate of the actual costs of the contract, as

compared to those estimated in the business case.

It should be noted however that the agencies and the contractor believe that there has been growth in the

volume and changes in the nature of the business, although no data was provided to support the claim

about volume growth. They consider that these changes mean that the original business case estimates

should be treated with caution.

They have also advised that annually, cost savings generally have been achieved by the contractor against

the budget set for the year’s expenditure.

The review considers that a comparison between business case and actual expenditure is appropriate,

given that the business case estimates were those upon which government’s final decision to enter the

contract was made and given they were the source of the estimated 10.7 per cent cost savings announced

at the commencement of the contracts.

It is acknowledged, however, that the resultant estimated cost savings are just that: estimates, and that

estimation over a five year period is difficult in the rapidly changing IT environment. To the extent that

data was available, adjustments were made to account for changes to the nature of the services, as claimed

by the agencies.

The information available to the review suggests that:

! for the BIPAC contract, payments to the contractor have exceeded the original estimates by around

$1.8 million for the agencies examined7;

! for the BDMW contract, payments to the contractor have exceeded the original estimates by around

$1.7 million for the agencies examined8;

! any cost savings are likely to be eroded by the following factors:

" the costs of managing the contracts were included in the business case for BIPAC (estimated at

around $180 000 per year for all agencies) but not for BDMW. Agencies did not collect data on this

cost, but estimates obtained as part of the review suggest that for the four BIPAC agencies

examined, contract management costs, at $240 000 per year, were almost double those estimated

in the business case. For BDMW, the costs for the two agencies examined are estimated to have

averaged around $150 000 per year;

" transition costs (including contract establishment costs) at contract commencement were factored

into both business cases (around $330 000 for BDMW and $2.5 million for BIPAC) but only one

agency collected data on actual transition costs. The data for that agency indicated that its

transition costs were around $180 000 (after allowing for asset sales);

7 Measured over the four years of the contract for the Department of Mineral and Petroleum Resources and the Department of Housing and Works
and two years for the Office of State Revenue and the Department of Education (to ensure comparability of the data).

8 The BDMW agencies advise that they consider that cost savings have been achieved for mainframe services in the first three years of the
contract (business case estimates were only available for the first three years) when the results of all the agencies in the contract are taken into
account.

7  COST SAVINGS (continued)
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" adequate disaster recovery arrangements have not been made by all agencies under the contracts

(see Risk Management chapter), although it should be noted that some agencies have separately

made other arrangements. For the former Bureau Services agencies, disaster recovery was provided

for in the pre-contract arrangements;

" for most agencies, the original staff reductions (which were factored into the business case

estimates) have not been maintained though the subsequent increases may have reflected in part

the changing nature of IT services in the agencies (see Figure 6);

Figure 6: IT Staff Changes.

The initial staff reductions generally have not been maintained.

Notes:

(a) Changes in IT staff for this agency are subject to too many other pressures in the agency to provide a
meaningful indicator of what has happened under the contract.

(b) Figures do not include application development staff as this activity has been significantly outsourced
under separate contract arrangements.

Source: Agencies

" transition costs for the conclusion of the contracts of either bringing the services back in-house or

transferring to another contractor have not been factored in. Estimates were provided by two

agencies on the cost of bringing services back in-house. These ranged from almost $300 000 for an

agency with a small proportion outsourced to over $1 million for an agency with a bigger proportion

outsourced.
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Recommendations
! The Department of Industry and Technology should:

" develop templates to enable agencies to establish a baseline estimate of the likely in-house costs of

providing the contracted services so that they can assess the potential cost savings from continued

contracting under SPIRIT and to monitor savings during the contract. These templates should be

based on Treasury’s ‘Costing and Pricing Government Outputs – Guidelines for Use by Agencies’

and incorporate all contracting costs such as transition and contract management costs; and

" for mandated consortium, or whole-of-government contracts, monitor, and report to government

on, cost savings to government on an annual basis using the information provided by agencies.

! Agencies should:

" monitor annually the cost savings to them from outsourcing using the templates provided by the

Department of Industry and Technology;

" for whole-of-government, or mandated consortium contracts, provide the estimates to the

Department of Industry and Technology to incorporate in its reports to government; and

" establish systems to enable them to collect data on an ongoing basis on transition and contract

management costs.

7  COST SAVINGS (continued)



! The key features of the two contracts – open book pricing and scorecards (linked to an incentive

system) – have not been used to maximise benefits to agencies from the contracts.

! The close scrutiny of contract charges required under the open book approach for the potential cost

savings to be achieved has not been practised by most of the agencies examined.

! The structure of the scorecards used in these contracts has not been an effective way of monitoring,

or improving, service level performance.

Introduction
Two features of the contracts were the use of open book as the pricing system and scorecards to measure

the performance of the contractor.

This chapter assesses the use of these two features in these contracts.

Open Book Pricing
The contract uses open book pricing which is a “cost plus a margin” approach to pricing as opposed to a

“fixed price” where the payment is determined in the contract. The differences are illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Open Book Model as Used in the BIPAC and BDMW Contracts.

The structure of the contractor’s costs is more open under the “open book” approach.

Source: OAG
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Use of Open Book Pricing
and Scorecards8
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Costs + CSC Corporate
Overhead (for BIPAC) +
Commercial Margin +
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Contract
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Open Book
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Black Box Model (Fixed Price)

Glass Box Model (Open Book)
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“Open book” refers to the requirement for the contractor to be “open” in the make-up of its costs. The

approach taken in these two contracts is for the contractor to present a budget on its operating costs at

the beginning of the year for scrutiny by DOIT and the agencies. The actual costs charged to each agency

are then reconciled to the budget at the end of the year. 

Open Book Prices for the Two Contracts

The cost plus margin price structures under each of these contracts at present are outlined in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Open Book Prices for the Contracts.

The open book approach requires contractors to be “open” about their costs.

Notes:
(a) As specified in the contracts.
(b) On a strictly comparable basis, the BIPAC margin is 20 per cent.
(c) Ten per cent for mainframe services.

Source: BDMW and BIPAC contracts

The review noted that, while the contract was let following a competitive tender process, a KPMG (non-

financial) due diligence review on the BIPAC contractor in June 1997 found that margins in contracts

elsewhere at the time which encompassed a broad range of services similar to the “end-to-end” service

offered in BIPAC, were generally around 15 per cent to 20 per cent. The slightly higher BIPAC figure may,

in part, have reflected the relatively small size of the IT market in Western Australia.
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Margin
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Service
Margin

12.5% (c)

Performance
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Service
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Operating
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Operating
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Open Book Prices for the Contracts (a)
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8  USE OF OPEN BOOK PRICING AND SCORECARDS (continued)
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Contract Management Under Open Book

The open book pricing approach can offer more opportunity than fixed prices to capture the benefits of

reduced costs as technology improves. However, it requires much closer management of costs than a fixed

price system. Close scrutiny of the contractor’s operating costs is needed throughout the year and

especially in connection with the annual budget and reconciliation activities. 

Figure 9: Monitoring and Management of Contract Costs.

No agencies regularly check the contractor’s charges and some do not monitor costs against monthly
reports.

Note:
(a) Monitoring and checking against monthly reports.

Source: Agencies

No agencies have undertaken regular audits, or checks, of the contractor’s charges, though some one-off

checks have been undertaken by DMPR (in conjunction with the contractor). Moreover, not all agencies

monitor costs and regularly check the invoices for these contracts against monthly reports provided by the

contractor. 

In addition, a review of the BIPAC contract in June 1999 undertaken by KPMG9 for the Department of

Industry and Technology indicated that the contractor ‘… complies with the “open book” arrangement and

availability of agency level cost information.’ However, it noted that ‘… this was a time consuming

exercise, as [the contractor] does not have a central storage facility for all invoices. Invoices may be stored

in Perth or Sydney depending on the type of invoice.’ While the contractor was made aware of this concern

no evidence was found in this review of this being further followed up by DOIT or the agencies.

Controls to Regular Regular Regular
Monitor Checking/ Audits/Checks Benchmarking
Costs(a) Reconciling of Charges of Costs

of Invoices(a)

BIPAC
Mineral & Petroleum Resources Yes Yes No No

Housing & Works No No No No

State Revenue Yes Yes No No

Education No No No No

BDMW
Main Roads Yes Yes No No

DOLA Yes Yes No No

9 KPMG – Business Information Processing Agencies Consortium: Contract Review, November 1999.
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Scorecard Approach
The scorecards are included in the Service Level Agreements and are reported on monthly by the

contractor in the monthly reports prepared for each agency. 

They have provided a mechanism for defining and measuring performance and establishing a linkage with

the incentive system. They do this by defining the service level element being measured, the performance

objective, the service level required, frequency of measurement, the method of measurement and the

maximum score (reflecting the importance of the service level element to the agency’s operation). To

illustrate, an example from one of the agency’s scorecards is provided in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Sample Scorecard Item.

Scorecards define the performance objective, measurement and score for each service level element.

Source: Agency Service Level Agreement

The scores for all of the service level elements add to 100 and the actual scores each month are used to

determine whether the full performance margin (five per cent of budgeted costs for BDMW and 6.75 per

cent for BIPAC) is paid to the contractor each year. 

The actual performance margin paid to the contractor is determined at the end of the year on the basis of

the number of months that a score of greater than 95 is achieved. 

Assessment of Scorecard Approach

The “scorecard” approach built into these two contracts ensures that each agency has agreed targets on

which to measure the service level performance of the contractor. Moreover, the measures are reported

monthly to the agency by the contractor. They are also linked to the contracts’ “incentive” systems (as

outlined above).

However, a number of features of the scorecards and the incentive system developed under these contracts

have detracted from their effective use. These include:

! the complexity of the scorecards – some scorecards contained a large number of individual measures,

ranging up to 64 which in practice has been difficult for the contractor to report on each month and is

too large to allow focus on key aspects of performance.

Problem Management

Service Level Description Performance Service Measurement Method of Score
Element Objective Level Interval Measurement

Problem/fault Assistance Resolve 100% Problem Monthly PABX, 5
management - provided by the of problems resolved or Help Desk
first level help person who referred to records

answers the second level
phone support within

30 minutes

8  USE OF OPEN BOOK PRICING AND SCORECARDS (continued)
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! the technical nature of many of the indicators – the indicators for most of the agencies were too focused

on technical aspects rather than reflecting the requirements of users (ie outcome measures). 

! lack of incentives in the “incentive system” – the intention was to have an “incentive system” in the

pricing formula linked with the scorecard system. However, the way in which the linkage has been

constructed has meant that it has worked as a “penalty” rather than a “bonus” system. 

! penalties are light for all except very poor performance – the dollar penalties for a small slip in

performance (eg only one or two months with less than 95 points) have been too light to be effective.

For example, the value of penalties imposed by the one agency (under the BDMW contract) which has

penalised the contractors significantly (ie more than 17 times) represented less than one per cent of its

expenditure on the contract. 

Recommendations
! The Department of Industry and Technology needs to:

" include provisions in future contracts to ensure that agencies have a clear mandate to query, check

or audit contractor charges and invoices, particularly where open book pricing is used, and to

require contractors to provide all relevant information, including invoices, to agencies within a

reasonable timeframe; 

" explore effective bonus systems (as opposed to the penalty system contained in these two contracts)

where performance measures are to be linked to an incentive system. An example is the system

used in the building industry (where some of the payment can be withheld until performance is

proven), the focus being to challenge the contractor to good, or better, performance.

! Agencies should:

" ensure that the designated contract managers have the clear authority and executive support to

ensure that they are receiving value for money from these contracts;

" benchmark contract prices on a periodic basis;

" ensure that, where scorecards are used for measuring service level performance they should:

" include measures of user requirements, rather than technical measures; and

" contain as few measures as is necessary to properly measure the contractor’s performance.

! The Department of Industry and Technology and agencies should ensure that when contracts are let

and negotiated, their prices (and margins for open book pricing) are competitive.
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! The procurement and transition processes for both contracts were generally handled in a systematic,

well documented and thorough way and the contracts appear to provide appropriate protection for the

agencies.

! The main concerns with risk management of the two contracts are:

" proper risk analysis was not undertaken for either contract as part of the procurement process;

" disaster recovery arrangements have not been bedded down properly for mainframes or put in

place for mid-range systems under the contracts for a number of agencies, leaving important

agency systems supported by these computer services exposed; 

" effective ongoing management of the contract has not been implemented;

" while DOIT has performed its “delegate” role under the contracts, it has not been proactive in

providing support to, or clarifying its role with, the agencies. It has exacerbated this situation by

introducing a charge for its services in July 2000 which is not specifically related to services it

provides directly to agencies.

Introduction
One of the main benefits of outsourcing is that it enables agencies to transfer the risks of ownership of

assets to the private sector. In the case of IT services, agencies can also shift the risks of attracting and

retaining appropriately skilled and experienced staff to the private sector (which has greater flexibility to

provide the necessary incentives) as well as keeping up to date with the rapid technological changes which

are a feature of the IT industry.

However, outsourcing does not eliminate risks. It merely substitutes one set of risks for another. Wherever

contracts go wrong, the end responsibility for the performance of the service concerned still lies with the

government. In this context, the main new risk faced by agencies when they outsource a service is the

“loss of control”. For IT services, this might include loss of direct control over staff, which IT

hardware/software is used, quality of base data, standards of confidentiality and security and timeliness of

the service. 

This risk can be managed by:

! selecting the right contractor (ie has the required skills, background, support, quality and is financially

viable);

! establishing a contract which is fair, but provides the appropriate protection to the agencies;

! establishing meaningful and measurable indicators on which to assess performance against objectives;

! managing the contract effectively; and

! undertaking proper review of the contract before it is extended or ended.

The adequacy of the risk management for these contracts was assessed in this context. The overall

framework used is outlined in Appendix 1.

Risk Management9
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Selecting The Right Contractor
One way of minimising risks is to ensure that the process of selecting the contractor ensures that the

successful contractor understands and is able to meet the needs of the agencies involved in each

consortium. The selection process also needs to ensure that the contractor has the necessary skills,

equipment and support; the quality systems and processes; and the financial robustness to complete the

term of the contract.

Procurement Process

The procurement process (including planning and tender specification, evaluation and selection) for both

contracts was generally handled in a systematic and thorough way, though it should be noted that the

tender process itself was not examined in detail.

The main concern the review found with the procurement process was the general lack of assessment of

risk elements in the process and risk management strategies. An informal preliminary outsourcing risk

assessment was undertaken for the BDMW contract early in the process in 1995 and the Department of

Land Administration prepared its own internal risk assessment as part of its business case. However, the

review found no evidence of a formal systematic risk assessment being undertaken which would have been

broadly consistent with the current Standards Australia guidelines10 (ie identified the risks, the likelihood

of the risk and the impact of the risk). No risk assessment was found for the BIPAC contract.

Contractor Failure

A big risk with contracting is the possibility that the private sector contractor may fail at some point

leaving the agency with the option of bringing the service back in-house or having to transfer the contract

to another contractor. Both of these options may be difficult and expensive, given the loss of skills and

equipment, at short notice and with little market testing.

From the evidence the review found, it would appear that this risk was addressed adequately as:

! independent experts were brought in to undertake both financial and non-financial due diligence on

Ferntree under the BDMW contract and CSC under the BIPAC contract. Moreover, under the BIPAC

contract CSC also conducted due diligence on most of the agencies involved;

! the tender evaluations for both contracts were structured to focus on financial capability and the

capacity of each tenderer to deliver the service. 

Quality Assurance

A further risk with contracting services is that the contractor does not have the processes and systems in

place to provide a quality service at the standard required for the agencies’ purposes.

Both the BDMW and BIPAC contracts called for the contractors to have quality certification (ie ISO 9001).

All contractors under each contract have had this certification.

10 Standards Australia – Guidelines for Managing Risk in Outsourcing, Utilising the AS/NZS 4360 Process, Sydney, 2000.
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Contractual Protection

The Contracts

Much of the protection for the agencies must come from the contracts as they define the relative rights of

the agencies and the contractors.

Being based on the standard “Government Information Technology Conditions (GITC)” developed by the

Federal and State Governments, the two contracts contain the key protective features required for the

agencies.

Confidentiality Deeds

The contracts required all contractor staff involved with them to sign “Confidentiality Deeds” to ensure

continuing confidentiality of agency information. This was important given the significance and sensitivity

to government of the systems in the agencies supported by the computer services provided under the

contracts. 

There was no evidence of agencies seeking regular assurance that confidentiality deeds were in place for

all staff associated with the contracts.

The contractor provided evidence to the audit that staff who transferred to it from agencies had signed

confidentiality deeds but not for other staff associated with the contracts.

Disaster Recovery Plans

A major concern with risk management under the contract which emerged during the review was that

disaster recovery arrangements have not been properly put into place in a number of agencies. 

The contracts required the contractor to prepare Disaster Recovery proposals though implementation was

at the discretion of each agency. Agencies wishing to implement Disaster Recovery Plans under the

contract, specified this together with the basis of implementation in their service level agreements.

Disaster Recovery proposals were prepared in the early days of the contracts for each agency’s mainframe

services11. According to the BIPAC contract review undertaken by KPMG on behalf of the Department of

Industry and Technology in November 1999,12 disaster recovery tests had been performed only once for

each of the mainframes whereas the contract requires annual testing. Moreover, testing does not appear

to have been completed. For example, according to the KPMG report, follow-up tests for the failed

components of the disaster recovery test for one agency were not performed, while the test for another

agency was only an informal, rather than a full test.

A further concern outlined in the KPMG report was that Disaster Recovery Plans for non-mainframe

platforms had not been put in place. The contractor believed that the BIPAC contract did not require it to

put in place plans for mid-range platforms. At the time of this review, the contractor had prepared Disaster

11 For example, the Department of Housing and Works has advised that it has had a disaster recovery plan and site (initially at its own head office,
then at a Victorian site and now plans are underway to test an alternative Western Australian site) since the start of the BIPAC contract.

12 KPMG – Business Information Processing Agencies Consortium:  Contract Review, November 1999, P.11.

9  RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
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Recovery proposals for mid-range platforms for each agency under the two contracts, but only Main Roads

Western Australia had implemented a plan under the contract. The Department of Land Administration

has advised that it has now also agreed to implement its plan under the contract and the Department of

Education has indicated that it has implemented arrangements outside the contract. 

The agencies examined indicated that their reticence reflected the likely costs of the proposals. For

example, one agency has estimated that it will cost almost $300 000 a year to implement its proposals.

The cost of disaster recovery is an industry-wide issue and is not peculiar to these contracts. It remains a

concern, regardless of the contracts, that by not having up to date plans in place, a major failure in one of

these systems could result in severe disruption to agency business functions. As indicated previously,

some important government systems are supported by the computer services provided under these

contracts by the one contractor.

Managing the Transition
The transition from an in-house service to a contractor poses significant risks in terms of ensuring for:

! equipment: that all relevant equipment has been identified and valued properly; the systems of the

agencies and contractors are comparable; the systems are correctly specified; and there is adequate

computer capacity; and

! staff: that relevant agency staff who have a good understanding of the agency’s equipment and systems

transfer to the contractor to ensure the smooth transition of services.

For both contracts, substantial and detailed transition planning was undertaken including detailed lists and

valuations of equipment, compatibility of equipment and systems, analysis of capacity and plans for

transfer. These were set out in detailed plans and in schedules to the contracts. 

Contract Management
One of the two risks identified in the 1995 report for the Information Policy Council in the lead up to the

BIPAC contract was “contract management”.

Once the contractor has been selected, and the contract and measuring systems have been set-up, the

contracts must still be managed actively and effectively.

Being consortium contracts, the management of the BDMW and BIPAC contracts is quite complex with

DOIT being required to coordinate and manage these contracts from a whole of government perspective,

and agencies being required to manage the contracts from their own viewpoint. At the same time,

Management Committees were established under each contract to help ensure the required cooperation

between the agencies to achieve the maximum benefits from consortium contracts.
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Contract Management by Agencies

The most important level of management of the contracts is by the agencies through their Service Level

Agreements.

The evidence elsewhere in this report is that contract management has not been strong in most agencies. 

The lack of monitoring of performance in achieving the contracts’ objectives evident elsewhere in the

report was borne out by the fact that while all agencies had clearly designated (ie in writing) managers for

these contracts, the extent of contract management experience, skills, qualifications, or training of the

designated managers varied between the agencies.

One issue that emerged from the review was that some agencies (particularly under the BDMW contract)

had designated contract managers early in the contract who were involved in the negotiation and

establishment of the contracts and, as a result, had detailed knowledge of the contracts. However, once

these officers moved on their replacements did not have the same detailed knowledge of the contract.

Moreover, the review found no evidence in any agency of contract manuals or any other documentation to

help build up the knowledge of new contract managers, or other staff involved in the contract. DOIT has

indicated that it does provide support to agencies in interpreting the contracts, but this service has not

been actively used by agencies.

Management Committees

The Management Committees were established under each contract with primarily a monitoring and

coordinating role.

In practice, however, the effectiveness of the BIPAC Management Committee has been hampered by low

attendance. For example, in 1999 and 2000, on average 37 per cent of agencies were absent from BIPAC

meetings compared with 20 per cent of agencies for BDMW meetings. An additional issue is the presence

of the contractor which means that the Committees have not provided a forum for agencies to discuss their

common experiences under the contracts.

Role of Department of Industry and Technology (DOIT)

This review did not undertake a thorough examination of how well DOIT has carried out its responsibilities

as the “delegate” under the two contracts, though it was evident from the examination that it had

undertaken the essential tasks of the delegate.

However, a number of issues that emerged during the review were:

! although DOIT was nominated by the Government as its “delegate” under these contracts, in July 2000

it began charging each agency $600 per month (which yielded revenue of $66 600 in 2000-01) for its

services under the two contracts in line with government requirements. DOIT has advised that it is

only charging part of the cost of the service which it estimates at $168 000 per year (based on the

Government Buying Services costing model of 2000). However, agencies are not clear on exactly what

services DOIT is charging for (ie for direct services provided to them or for its overall role as the

“delegate”) and how the charge is calculated;

9  RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
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! agencies indicated during the review that they were unsure of their responsibilities compared with

those of DOIT. On examining the responsibilities of DOIT as the delegate under the two contracts,

potential areas of overlap do exist. Some of these are:

" ensuring contract conditions are met;

" ensuring expected cost benefits are delivered to the Government;

" protecting the Government’s returns on investment;

" effectively managing the risks in the interest of the State;

" conducting periodic benchmarking;

" managing the key performance indicators of the contract;

" facilitating the budget process (including the annual reconciliation process).

These are all responsibilities agencies should undertake in managing their own Service Level

Agreements. In addition, while there is a role for DOIT in drawing data from the agencies to assess

performance against the broad objectives of the contracts, its role in coordinating this information and

how it is used needs to be clearly differentiated from the role of the agencies.

! While DOIT provides support to agencies as well as filling a mediation/facilitation role, it has not been

proactive in supporting agencies in managing their Service Level Agreements.

Recommendations
! The Department of Industry and Technology should:

" examine ways of helping agencies to better manage contracts, including establishment of specialist

contract management advice units and the development of IT contract management training

programs;

" clearly delineate its role from that of agencies in the management of consortium, or whole-of-

government, contracts;

" specify to agencies precisely what any charges it imposes on them are for. Preferably, these should

be only for direct services provided to the agencies; and

" for consortium-style contracts, establish forums which are not attended by the contractor for

agencies to share their experiences and identify strategies for maximising the benefits to agencies.

! Agencies need to:

" ensure that outsourcing decisions and procurement and transition processes are undertaken in

accordance with State Supply Commission guidelines. As part of this process they should undertake

a thorough risk assessment in accordance with the Standards Australia guidelines;
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" ensure that appropriate disaster recovery arrangements are put in place as soon as contracts

commence and are maintained thereafter; 

" ensure that contractors comply fully with any confidentiality requirements;

" ensure that they have contract managers with clearly designated responsibility for these contracts;

" ensure that contract managers have skills or experience in IT and contract management and receive

appropriate training so that they maintain and improve their contract management skills; 

" wherever possible, provide contract managers with a career path to ensure that they can attract

people with appropriate skills to these positions; and

" develop contract manuals and other succession mechanisms to protect corporate knowledge and to

ensure a smooth transition when contract managers move on to other duties.

9  RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
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! DOIT is developing a replacement IT contracting system which will include replacements for BIPAC

and BDMW when they expire in 2002 (though some BIPAC agencies have extended to 2003).

! SPIRIT appears to be a step forward in IT contracting from BDMW and BIPAC to the extent that it

allows greater choice for agencies. However, to be most effective it will need to take into account the

lessons learned from BIPAC and BDMW outlined in this report. 

Introduction
With both contracts due to expire towards the end of 2002 (though some BIPAC agencies have extended

to 2003), the Department of Industry and Technology has been developing a replacement IT contracting

system for the BIPAC and BDMW contracts, known as SPIRIT.

While the new system is initially targeted at replacing these two contracts, it is intended as a public sector

wide IT contracting system.

What is SPIRIT?
At the time of finalising this review, the exact structure of SPIRIT was still being developed.

However, DOIT has advised that the main features of SPIRIT are that:

! it will be voluntary – the aim is for agencies to be free to use SPIRIT, undertake their own contracting

arrangements or provide the services in-house, unless government decides there are reasons for a

particular arrangement to be mandatory. In addition, contracts will not be consortium contracts unless

agencies see benefits from establishing one themselves;

! it will be essentially a common use, or panel, contract. In the first stage of the arrangement, suppliers

will be registered and listed according to attributes such as the services or goods they can supply; the

value of goods and services they can supply; and the level of insurance cover they can afford. Agencies

will then be able to select contractor/s to supply the goods or services they are seeking by either

obtaining quotes or undertaking a full tender depending on the value of the contract;

! the pricing systems (ie fixed price, open book etc) will be able to be varied from contract to contract;

! the head contract will be based on the GITC 3 contract terms and conditions, with individual agency

arrangements being defined in Service Level Agreements;

! the panel of suppliers and services will be “refreshed” every few years taking into account IT trends

and experience with the arrangements to that point;

! competitive tension will be facilitated by requiring suppliers to disclose information such as prices,

value of sales, what services and goods are being supplied, and the agencies they are dealing with; and

Future IT Contracting
Plans – SPIRIT10
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! DOIT’s role will be to:

" manage the arrangements through, for example, negotiation of terms and conditions in the head

contract and refreshing the supplier panel;

" assisting with consortium type arrangements, including pro-actively encouraging agencies to buy

as a group where there are clear economies of scale;

" encouraging agencies to buy through these arrangements; and

" establishing standard buying rules, procurement processes, contracts and terms and conditions.

Assessment of Current SPIRIT Proposals
SPIRIT appears to be a step forward in IT contracting from the consortium approach of BDMW and BIPAC

to the extent that it provides greater choice to agencies in whether they use SPIRIT and the degree to

which they use it.

It also has the potential to allow agencies access to a wide range of IT service providers, rather than just

one as under the BIPAC and BDMW contracts. Moreover, SPIRIT should reduce the cost of procurement for

agencies and, to the extent that information on prices and value of sales and services will be provided

publicly, could facilitate greater competition between service providers. In addition regular “refreshing” of

the panel of suppliers and services potentially will allow the rapid changes of the IT area to be taken into

account in the contracting arrangements.

However, for SPIRIT to operate most effectively, it will need to take into account the lessons learned from

the BDMW and BIPAC arrangements outlined in this report. Some particular concerns are:

! although SPIRIT has largely been developed, its objectives have not yet been clearly enunciated. For

example, it is not clear whether SPIRIT is aimed at providing value for money for agencies, developing

the local IT industry, or both. Whatever the objectives, the lesson from BIPAC and BDMW is that if the

success of the arrangements is to be evaluated properly the objectives must be clearly targeted with

measurable outcomes. The contractual arrangements of the agencies will also need to contain clear and

measurable objectives so that their success can be measured;

! while “refreshing” the panel of suppliers and services will allow them to be kept up to date, it could

blur the evaluation of SPIRIT. Consequently, SPIRIT should be thoroughly evaluated whenever it is

“refreshed”;

! both the Department of Industry and Technology and the agencies will need to establish systems to

enable them to measure value for money (ie cost savings and performance) on an ongoing basis. In

addition, the contracts will need to contain provisions allowing agencies to audit, or check, charges and

performance information provided by contractors, particularly if an open book pricing approach is used;

10  FUTURE IT CONTRACTING PLANS – SPIRIT (continued)
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! the SPIRIT arrangements should not absolve agencies from undertaking thorough assessments of the

benefits and costs of outsourcing (eg needs analysis, business cases, risk analyses etc) before they do

so, especially for contracts which involve significant outlays; and

! the SPIRIT arrangements do not address the problem of the need for improved contract management

skills. These will need to be built up through training and experience for the contract managers and

with support from the Department of Industry and Technology regardless of SPIRIT. The

recommendations on this in the Risk Management chapter will also need to be implemented.

Recommendations
! DOIT needs to ensure that the recommendations in other parts of this report are taken into account,

particularly those relating to future evaluations of the arrangements. Clear and measurable objectives

need to be established up-front for the SPIRIT arrangement and in agency contracts. Moreover,

whenever SPIRIT is refreshed, its success to that point will need to be properly evaluated; and

! both DOIT and the agencies will need to establish systems to enable them to measure in-house costs

up-front so that cost savings can be measured under the new contracting arrangements, value for

money on an ongoing basis and to ensure better management of the contracts.
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The risk management of these two contracts was assessed on the basis of whether:

! appropriate processes were undertaken to select the right contractor.

! appropriate protection was provided to agencies under the contract.

! the transition process was undertaken effectively.

! the contract has been managed effectively.

Proper review and evaluation of contracts should also be undertaken before contracts are renewed or

ended. However, this was not considered for this exercise as the contracts have not yet expired and given

the development of a new IT contracting approach to replace these contracts.

Exactly what aspects of risk were examined was based on issues identified in:

! the IT Contracting Guidelines compiled by the Information Policy Council13. These guidelines were

consistent with the guidelines in the Competitive Tendering and Contracting Manual14 prepared by the

Public Sector Management Office and the State Supply Commission’s Supply Policy Manual15.

! the “Generic Risk Identification Table for IT Outsourcing” prepared as part of the Humphry Report16

on the Federal Government’s IT outsourcing program. This table was derived from, and is consistent

with, the Standards Australia Guidelines for Managing Risk in Outsourcing17.

Selecting The Right Contractor

The aspects considered were:

! was the procurement process handled in a systematic and thorough way, including:

" were the business needs of the agencies well defined, consistent with the objectives of the agencies,

well documented and available to the tenderers during the tender process;

" was the process planned and coordinated properly (ie were there extensive procurement plans,

implementation plans, timetables and other planning documents; was the process coordinated well

through the establishment of committees comprising all agencies; and were proper business cases

prepared);

" was the tender process undertaken properly and well documented (ie were there clear and relevant

criteria, were stakeholders consulted, was value for money considered, were the Supply

Commission guidelines complied with, and was the evaluation team representative and well

skilled);

" did the agencies in the consortium have sufficient independence to specify their own requirements,

service levels, and performance measures;

Appendix 1 – Risk
Management Assessment
Framework

13 Information Policy Council – IT Contracting Guidelines for Systems Development and Systems Maintenance, Guideline No 7.7, November 1996.

14 Public Sector Management Office, Competitive Tendering and Contracting Manual, July 1995.

15 State Supply Commission, Western Australia – Supply Policy Manual, June 1996.

16 Richard Humphry – Review of the Whole of Government Information Technology Outsourcing Initiative, Appendix 11, December, 2000.

17 Standards Australia – Guidelines for Managing Risk in Outsourcing Utilising the AS/NZS 4360 Process; Sydney 2000.
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" was a risk assessment of the process undertaken that would have been consistent with the

Standards Australia Guidelines in that, as a minimum, they considered the risks, their likelihood,

their impact and possible management measures.

! were the risks of contractor failure addressed adequately in the structure of tender evaluation criteria

and was an independent and thorough due diligence undertaken on the successful tenderer.

! was the risk of the supplier not being able to provide a service of the appropriate quality (ie provide

the service wanted reliably at the appropriate standard) addressed through the evaluation process,

checking of references, and relevant ISO certification.

Contractual Protection

The examination considered the following aspects of whether the contracts provided adequate protection

to the agencies:

! was the standard “Government Information Technology Conditions (GITC)” contract used as a basis for

the contract.

! were the following protective features built into the contract:

" were the rights and responsibilities of the agencies and the contractors clearly defined;

" was the contract subject to Western Australia’s laws so that any litigation would have to be in this

State;

" was there an escalating dispute resolution process;

" were there clear expiry and rollover provisions;

" were key aspects for IT contracts such as confidentiality and disaster recovery requirements

included;

" were the agencies protected through requirements such as the contractor having to disclose any

litigation against it, provide performance and other guarantees, meet specific insurance

requirements, locate source code and all services in Western Australia and provide access for the

Auditor General.

! were key requirements such as insurance requirements, performance and other guarantees,

confidentiality requirements and disaster recovery arrangements properly implemented.

! were agency services and business needs well defined, key performance measures identified and

measurable, and minimum service levels defined in the contract or associated service level

agreements.
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Transition Management

This review assessed whether:

! sufficient transition planning had been done for equipment being transferred – including whether

detailed lists and valuations of equipment had been compiled, compatibility of the contractor’s and

agencies’ equipment and systems had been examined, the capacity of the contractor to meet the

agencies’ needs had been considered and detailed transfer plans (over an adequate period of time) had

been prepared.

! staff had been kept adequately involved in the tender process and informed of what was happening and

what their options and transfer benefits were. In addition, were key staff identified and encouraged to

remain in agencies.

! detailed transition plans had been prepared.

Contract Management

The review examined whether:

! measurement systems for both cost savings and service level performance were established.

! there had been independent validation of costs (particularly under the “open book” approach) and

service level performance.

! there had been active management of costs and service level performance.

! there were designated contract managers with appropriate skills, experience and/or training IT contract

management.

! the Management and Strategic Review Committees were effective in achieving economies of scale for

the agencies.

! The Department of Industry and Technology undertook its “delegate” and agency support role

effectively (though a thorough audit was not undertaken of DOIT’s role).

APPENDIX 1 – RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK (continued)
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Previous Reports of the
Auditor General

1996

Improving Road Safety – Speed and Red Light Cameras – The Road Trauma Trust Fund May 1, 1996

First General Report – On Departments, Statutory Authorities, (including Hospitals),

Subsidiaries and Request Audits May 8, 1996

The Internet and Public Sector Agencies June 19, 1996

Under Wraps! – Performance Indicators of Western Australian Hospitals August 28, 1996

Guarding the Gate – Physical Access Security Management within the 

Western Australian Public Sector September 24, 1996

For the Public Record – Managing the Public Sector’s Records October 16, 1996

Learning the Lessons – Financial Management in Government Schools October 30, 1996

Order in the Court – Management of the Magistrates’ Court November 12, 1996

Second General Report for 1996 – On Departments, Statutory Authorities, 

Subsidiaries and Request Audits November 20, 1996

1997

On Display – Public Exhibitions at: The Perth Zoo, The WA Museum and the Art Gallery of WA April 9, 1997

The Western Australian Public Health Sector June 11, 1997

Bus Reform – Competition Reform of Transperth Bus Services June 25, 1997

First General Report 1997 – covers financial statements and performance indicators of departments, 

statutory authorities (excluding hospitals other than Wanneroo Hospital) and subsidiary bodies August 20, 1997

Get Better Soon – The Management of Sickness Absence in the WA Public Sector August 27, 1997

Waiting for Justice – Bail and Prisoners in Remand October 15, 1997

Report on Controls, Compliance and Accountability Audits – Public Property Management 

– Management of Information Technology Systems – Payroll and Personnel Management

– Purchasing Goods and Services November 12, 1997

Public Sector Performance Report 1997 – Examining and Auditing Public Sector Performance 

– Follow-ups of Previous Performance Examinations – Sponsorship in the Public Sector November 13, 1997

Private Care for Public Patients – The Joondalup Health Campus November 25, 1997

1998

Report on Ministerial Portfolios – Audit Results – Consolidated Financial Statements

– Summary of the Results of Agency Audits April 8, 1998

Selecting the Right Gear – The Funding Facility for the Western Australian Government’s 

Light Vehicle Fleet May 20, 1998
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1998 (Continued)

Report on the Western Australian Public Health Sector May 20, 1998

Sale of the Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline (Special Report) May 20, 1998

Weighing up the Marketplace – The Ministry of Fair Trading June 17, 1998

Listen and Learn – Using customer surveys to report performance in the 

Western Australian public sector June 24, 1998

Report on the Western Australian Public Tertiary Education Sector August 12, 1998

Do Numbers Count? – Educational and Financial Impacts of School Enrolment August 19, 1998

Report on Controls, Compliance and Accountability Audits 1998 – Control of Agency Expenditure 

– Human Resource Management – Administration of Superannuation Systems October 14, 1998

Public Sector Boards – Boards governing statutory authorities in Western Australia November 18, 1998

Send Me No Paper! – Electronic Commerce – purchasing of goods and services by the 

Western Australian public sector November 18, 1998

Accommodation and Support Services for Young People Unable to Live at Home November 26, 1998

Public Sector Performance Report 1998 – Monitoring and Reporting the Environment

– Recruitment Practices in the WA Public Sector – The Northern Demersal Scalefish Fishery December 9, 1998

Report on Audit Results 1997-98 – Financial Statements and Performance Indicators December 9, 1998

1999

Report on the Western Australian Public Health Sector – Matters of Significance

– Summary of the Results of Agency Audits April 21, 1999

Proposed Sale of the Central Park Office Tower – by the Government Employees Superannuation Board April 21, 1999

Lease now – pay later? The Leasing of Office and Other Equipment June 30, 1999

Getting Better All The Time – Health sector performance indicators June 30, 1999

Report on the Western Australian Public Tertiary Education Sector – 1998 Annual Reporting Cycle June 30, 1999

Fish for the Future? Fisheries Management in Western Australia October 13, 1999

Public Sector Performance Report 1999 – Controls, Compliance and Accountability Audits 

– Follow-up Performance Examinations November 10, 1999

A Stitch in Time – Surgical Services in Western Australia November 24, 1999

Report on Ministerial Portfolios to November 5, 1999 – Issues Arising from Audits 

– General Control Issues - Summary of the Results of Agency Audits November 24, 1999

PREVIOUS REPORTS OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL (continued)
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2000

Public Sector Performance Report 2000 – Emerging Issues – Management Control Issues April 5, 2000

Report on the Western Australian Public Health Sector and of Other Ministerial 

Portfolio Agencies for 1999 April 5, 2000

A Means to an End – Contracting Not-For-Profit Organisations for the Delivery of Community Services June 14, 2000

Private Care for Public Patients – A Follow-on Examination of the Joondalup Health Campus Contract June 21, 2000

Report on Western Australian Public Universities and TAFE Colleges – 1999 Annual Reporting Cycle June 21, 2000

Bus Reform: Further down the road – A follow-on examination into competition 

reform of Transperth bus services June 28, 2000

Surrender Arms? Firearm Management in Western Australia September 13, 2000

Second Public Sector Performance Report 2000 – Administration of Legislation 

– Financial and Management Control Issues October 11, 2000

A Tough Assignment – Teacher Placements in Government Schools October 18, 2000

Report on Ministerial Portfolio at December 1, 2000 – Summary of Audit Results

– Accountability Issues (Corporate Governance, Accounting for GST Transitional Loan) December 20, 2000

2001

Sale of the Gas Corporation’s Businesses (Special Report) February 14, 2001

On-line and Length? Provision and use of learning technologies in Government schools May 23, 2001

Implementing and Managing Community Based Sentences May 30, 2001

Public Sector Performance Report, 2001 June 20, 2001

Report on Public Universities and TAFE Colleges - 2000 annual reporting cycle June 20, 2001

Lifting the Rating - Stroke Management in Western Australia August 22, 2001

Good Housekeeping: Facilities Management of Government Property and Buildings August 29, 2001

Second Public Sector Performance Report 2001 September 19, 2001

Righting the Wrongs: Complaints Management in the Western Australian Public Sector October 17, 2001

Third Public Sector Performance Report 2001 November 7, 2001

Life Matters: Management of Deliberate Self-Harm in Young People November 28, 2001

The above reports can be accessed on the Office of the Auditor General’s Homepage on the Internet at
http://www.audit.wa.gov.au/

On request these reports may be made available in an alternative format for those with visual impairment.


